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About This Game

Alien Splatter Redux is all about those golden gaming days, where the only thing you knew was how to avoid homework and
play computer games. Remember destroying things that wanted to take over the world in true 8-bit fashion? Relive your golden

days in retro style with Alien Splatter Redux

Eight massive levels to conquer, each with it's own dangerous traps to dodge!

Huge end level bosses to completely destroy with your weapons

Actual 8-bit graphics, (with an included extra retro screen if it wasn't retro enough for you)

Listen along to a chiptuned soundtrack while blasting aliens to your hearts content

Extras and Steam Achievements to, umm unlock!
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Title: Alien Splatter Redux
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Sinclair Strange
Publisher:
Sinclair Strange
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Pentium 4 or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 30 MB available space

English
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Decent game, interesting challenges but VERY unforgiving.

There is this one thing I truly HATE about this game, once you made progress and you fail in the next level too much, you get
bounced one level back, you fail on that one, one level back untill you are all the way back to the beginning. I reached level 8
and now I am back at level 1. :(

On my first play, I also did not have the indicator line how balls go, didn't looked in the settings for it either. It may be in there,
it may not. I will know when I go back to it, but for the time being, I do recommend this challenging game, there are some
elements in there that makes it very interesting.
For example: You have to use a ball to move an item or activate a switch in order to get the balls where you want them to be, but
you are limited with the amount of balls. There, I said it without spoiling it. xD. This game builds on everything i love about
sandbox games. its pretty easy to understand its core mechanics, and its gameplay loops are fun. The game as a whole is honestly
just really great, but i wish more people would play it... I really liked the base gameplay mechanics and interesting enemy
variety, the music is wonderful too, really gets me into the mood to delve deeper.

Collecting all the various gems is tough though, since it's rather random. I also had trouble with a lack of progression, There's
nothing to spend money on since I couldn't figure out if it's possible to upgrade anything, though it seems like the mechanic is in
the game.

The bosses are very cool however and the various level types are unique feeling, would love to see more environmental
differences.

Overall I think the base game is good but it needs fleshing out a bunch.

. A solid third chapter in the series, a bit easier than the others however.. This was such a great two-hour experience. I <3 you
SUSAN. It has no local Co-op which is strange because all the players charracters share the same screen. Also something about
the gameplay doesn't feel right, hit boxes are hard to get a read on and animations seem clunky. Some of the characters feel very
similar (most have a dash and a knock back ability.) I also didn't like how punishing the single player was. I'm sure that could be
fixed with more people but I'm not interested in convincing anyone to buy this game.. An Empire TW DLC that actually adds
some interesting units. I am surprised.. What if Minecraft had Structures, Triangles and Shapes? And what if it was in 3rd
person? This game is that game, and I love it!
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"Um......" that was the first thing I said after playing this game. It is really rather strange. The art is kinda cool and the music is
sorta neat. But there are no instructions, guide lines or goals at all. I know thats really part of the point of the game, but there
really isn't much to do in the game and it doesn't capture my attention at all. It's almost like they tried to do what Proteus did and
make a kind of anti-game where there are no goals, no objectives, no story, no instructions, and nothing to do but look and
listen. Proteus got away with this because there was a sence of wonder and mystery. It made you want to go explore and see the
world. In this I couldn't find that element of wonder so I lost intrest very quickly. I'm not sure the game is worth $4.99 so I can't
recomend it.

EDIT
I liked the game but I didn't like it enough to justify the 5 bucks.
(I'm keeping the original post unedited for posterity and laughs; you don't have to read it.). i had to made another steam account
to play this game. Difficulty way to unbalanced. Enemies are way overpowered and the paty that's forced upon you is incredibly
weak. Receiving refund but may return if difficulty options are made available.. Starlite: Astronaut Rescue is a very short game.
It is no wonder the game is three dollars.
The says that it is part of a larger project, so as a standalone game it is a quick and casual idea of what NASA is planning for
2034. The player has to make a mathematical calculation at one point in the game, but besides that, it seems like a very basic
concept for a much larger game.. So downloaded the demo and it wouldn't start for a few hours on the first day. Great start then.

Came back to it about 3~5 days later and demo started so gave it a go. Demo was alright so bought the game.

Generally gameplay is pretty good, but you really have to grind on this one, which I don't really mind.
Graphics aren't worth a millions bucks, no damage sim at all, so mega crashes can happen and no damage appears.
Have not had a single game with other humans, so I can't say what the servers are like, however I often lag so its trying to reach
a server.
AI is alright, but very predictable. When race is going from wet to dry the AI pits way to early.

Overall game is not too bad. If you enjoy motorsport then give it a go, however if you aren't a motorsport person maybe try the
demo before buying. Demo is basically whole game at the moment as most stuff has "Coming Soon" (tm Blizzard) all over it, so
apart from the cap on races per day the demo is pretty much the main game.

Overall, a 3\/5. Probably more of a 50\/50 then a recomend, but it's beter than 50% so its a "recommend" nevertheless.

Edit:
Game has not been updated in 18 months. Its dead. So much potential wasted. Aboid. It's a decent RPG as far as RPGmaker
games go. It can be made real easy to beat though if you know where to get infinite money to buy the best gear.
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